
Wisr Announces Five Campus Development Partners

Cedarville is ramping up alumni engagement with new programming to 
leverage alumni to helps students moving to new parts of country for summer 

internships and jobs. Wisr will facilitate and measure new connections with 
alumni outside of the region. 

Featured in “Rethinking the Career 
Service Center” 

“In October this year, along with the 
University of Chicago and Case Western 
Reserve University, Denison was invited as 
the first liberal arts college for a pilot 
launch of the new alumni mentor network 
Wisr, which matches, connects, and 
supports our students (and new 
graduates) with our alumni serving as their 
professional mentors.”

About the Partnership 

Wisr is a online solution that engages untapped alumni by 
providing a private digital networking space for students 
and alumni to create and curate their personal board of 
advisors. Our technology solves critical communications 
challenges for disparate university constituents. Our 
Development partners have assembled cross functional 
team of career services, alumni relations and advancement 
to build something truly unique and powerful for higher 
education. These campuses believe in the power of 
untapped alumni and how they can propel student success. 
Pilots go live this October, Wisr will begin accepting new 
partnerships for 2017.

How are your peers benchmarking these initiatives? 

Oberlin has made a concerted effort over the last five 
years to overhaul their advancement division. They have a 

ready and willing group of alumni with unique careers, 
but need a scalable way to identify advisors for students 

of their unique liberal arts offerings.

The University of Chicago is currently under a $3 billion 
dollar capital campaign, with a goal of engaging 

125,000 alumni in the next three years. Wisr will be 
used as a campaign vehicle for these strategic 

initiatives, while assisting career services in increasing 
internship and job opportunities for students.

Denison University President, Dr. Adam Weinberg, the 
Denison@Work initiative to help students fill the skills 
and confidence gap faced when making a transition 

from college to career. Wisr will allow Denison to track 
critical skills development through alumni advising and 

networking.

While Case’s dual alumni communities are actively 
volunteering, they have lacked data-driven mechanism 
to match and facilitate advisory boards for individual 
students. Wisr will track the conversion of new alumni 

engagements and student activity as part of their pilot.

Learn more at getwisr.com  
For interest in joining our partnership wait list, please contact info@wisr.io
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